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proposed in this study and provide evidence that BDA capacity leads to a superior performance of the company.This survey presents the concept of Big Data. Second, the different stages of big data processing and the main problems encountered in the management ³ big data are described. Report Technical CMU-CS-07-128,...Randal E. Sometimes,
people extend another V according to their special needs. We empOnly test this argument on primary data from 360 UK companies. Harzing Publish or Perish is used to research and analyze the trends and perspectives of Â"big dataÂ" applications between 2010 and 2015.The four main attributes or factors identified with Â"big dataÂ" include Â"big
dataÂ development sources" (Variety V1), big data acquisition (Velocity V2), big data storage (Volume V3), and finally big data analysis (Veracity V4). Volume is the size of the data set, speed indicates the speed of data input and output, and variety describes the range of data types and sources. The problem of merging the Big Data architecture into
an existing information system is ³. Finally, we analyze some possible implementation scenarios and the main challenges of the proposed framework, which develop areas of future research.Data³driven optimization has become one of the frontiers of research ³ management ³ operations and operational ³. To evaluate the degree of application ³ the SCA
in LSCM, we propose a maturity framework of the SCA, based on four levels of capacity: functional, process-based, collaborative, smooth and sustainable. The opportunities and challenges posed by big data problems will be presented in Section ³ 3. Similarly, the recent academic interest by the Data has created a desire for investigating operations
driven by Big Data. In many cases, science is starting in the real world in Capabilities to discover valuable knowledge of massive data volume. The challenges arise from data capture and data ³ to data analysis and data visualization³ and data visualization. In Section ³ n 5, several principles for the design of effective large data systems are listed. In
this paper, we review the five vs of large data, volume, speed, variety, truthfulness and value, as well as new technologies, including NOSQL databases that have emerged to meet the needs of major data initiatives. Recently, a McKinsey Institute report [114] provides potential big data transformers in five domains: ³ attention of the United States,
public sector administration of the European ³, retail data of the location ³ the United States, global manufacturing³ and personal location³. Loading... The numerical results show that our integrated model of large data driven â   â  generates up to 60% cost savings compared to the best performing univariate reference model, and up to 6.37% cost
savings compared to the Big Big Data reference model³. The current work shows the importance of the Big Data Analytics scenario (Anisetti et al., 2018) applied to corporate compliance COVID-19, following the concept of privacy issues related to the new regulation ³ general data protection³ A general description ³ an architecture for the
management is presented ³. Large-field simulations generate a large volume of experimental science data, while at the same time, larger data sets are generated in many tubers. Page 2 Volume 275, August 10, 2014, pages 314-347https: //doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2014.01.015 ContentBig's rights and data has been one of the current ³ and Distributed file
system as a data-intensive computing base, ³: 2012 6th International Conference ... Divyakant Agrawal, Philip Bernstein, Elisa Bertino, Susan Davidson, Umeshwas Dayal, Michael Franklin, Johannes Johannes Ahn, Neuron Machine: Digital Neurocomputer Architecture in parallel and with pipes, at: 2012 IEEE International ... James Ahrens et al.Chris
Anderson, the end of the theory: The Databling means that the all-scientific method is obsolete , 2008. al.RON BEKKERMAN ET AL.GORDON BELL BELL ET AL.M. Bencivenni et al. Andhoshua Bengioyoshua Bengio et al.Janine Bennett, Ray Grout, Philippe Pebay, Diana Roe, David Thompson, Numbean Stable, Paz, Paullel ... Paul Bertone et al.James
C. First, a definition and the They are given characteristics of the great data. So far, scientists have developed a wide variety of techniques and technologies to capture, cure, analyze and visualize great data. In this document, our goal is to generalize the previous results in the Big Data Data NewsVender model and to expand the investigation by
resolving a point inventory model at the dynamic level at the level of order. Finally, we describe the limitations of our study and future investigating instructions. The era of great data has resulted in the development and requests for technologies and methods allocated to effectively use massive amounts of data to support discovery discovery
activities and knowledge. However, in terms of many fenomers and complex problems, scientists have to become scientific simulations, since theroy analysis is highly complicated and, sometimes, is not available and unfeasible. Realizing the importance of Big Data Business Analytics (BDBA), we review and classify literature on BDBA's application in
the management of the Supply and Logistics (LSCM), which we define as analytics from the supply chain (SCA), based on nature. of Analytics (descriptive, predictive, prescriptive) and the focus of the LSCM (strategy and operations). These techniques and technologies. Technology. a series of disciplines, including informatics, economics,
mathematics, state and others. The basic technologies and techniques we use to store and analyze data cannot work efficiently and satisfactorily. Based on the firm's resource-based theory and recent work on big data, this study (1) identifies several resources that in combination ³ build a big data analysis (BDA) capability, (2) creates an instrument to
measure the firm's BDA capacity, and (3) tests the relationship ³ BDA's capacity to the company's performance. Bryant, data³intensive supercomputing: The disk case. Next, the role of conceptual modeling for big data is analyzed and suggestions are made for effective conceptual modeling efforts with respect to big data.Big data is increasingly
becoming an important organizational business force to take into account in this global era for all industries. In addition, experiments on various data sets have shown that our system can get good performance on partially labeled data and simultaneously labeled data in dynamic environments.Completely combining emerging intelligent technologies,
such as big data and artificial intelligence, to realize the effective fusiÃ n of data managementÃ ³ n of bridges with multisource, autÃ ³ norm, massive and heterogeneous characteristics, and to improve the ability to share domain knowledge and to improve services have become the urgent demand and trend of future development in the field of bridge
engineering. However, the study of Ã¢ Â  big data Ã¢ Â  Â  has evolved and expanded greatly based on its processes of application ³ and implementation in specific industries in order to create value (Value added Ã¢ Â  V5) Ã¢ Â Â¢ Â  create value (Value added Ã¢ Ã¢¢¢ Â ³ V5) V5) Ã¢ . It is a new system or business platform that seems to offer more
features to acquire, store and analyze voluminous data generated from various sources Obtain value assessments. It is correct to say that great data will revolutionize many fields, including business, scientific research, public administration, etc. This initiative is very useful to build new to capture the value of Big Data, we must develop new
techniques and technologies to analyze it. The results show that disruptive business models partially mediate the positive effect of BDAC in the market play, and this indirect positive effect is strengthened when the competitive intensity increases. Consequently, they are trying to develop great data and techniques of data to facilitate their missions
after the US government. UU pass an initiative of large large-scale data. The document shows some new approaches on the user's HMI interface developed to collect large data on compliance and an innovative data representation approach using audio spectrum waves to record, share and evaluate compliance through a Representation of audio after
a new approach to process assignment. RedestaRCH shows that the great data the capacity of Analytics (BDAC) is a significant determinant of the firm performance. However, the current investigation reveals that there is limited agreement with respect to the performance of the "guilt data". Therefore, this document tries to investigate thoroughly
"Big data", its application and analysis in operations or supply chain, as well as trends and perspectives in this research area. Fortunately, we will witness the next technological jump. Big data techniques and, as we have entered an era of great data, which is the next border for innovation, competition and productivity, it is about beginning a new
wave of scientific revolution. How we implement complex tasks in data with satisfactory efficiency, especially in real time? A thousand years ago, scientists who describe the less natural phenomena ³ based only on human empÃric evidence, so we call science at that time as empÃ rica science. Then we us A detailed demonstration ³ state-of-the-art
technologies and techniques for handling data-intensive applications in Section ³ 4, where BIG Data tools discussed, will give you a useful guide for users of the experience. Then, we design a new cognitive process of concept through the simulation ³ human learning processes, which can incorporate new information ³ ancient knowledge. The
performance of our large inventory model and a data-driven ³-solution algorithm is demonstrated by an experimental study based on real business data. One of the most important parts of this document, which provides several underlying techniques for solving large data problems, is found in Section ³ n 6. This document summarizes the business
background and characteristics of large bridge management data³ and represents a brief review ³ related work. It will also enable organizations with a flow of value-added information ³ have a competitive advantage over their competitors. Full Text View We also propose several potential techniques to solve the problem, including cloud computing,
the quantitative work was supported in part by the National 973 China Basic Research Program under the grant³ n 2011CB302801 and the Macao Science and Technology Development Fund under Grant 008/2010 / A1 and Macao Multiyear Research Grants.wen-Macao University eng Hsiao et al.Geoffrey E. The ultimate goals are to promote the
development and innovation ³ big data sciences, finally, to benefit economic and social evolutions on a level that is impossible before. We show how the ERM methodology is used ³ formulate a level inventory model at the level of the manager at the level of use and design a machine learning algorithm to solve the problem This document is organized
in the form of a review ³ the literature, discussing the main issues of "data of guilt" and its extensionÃ ³ n in "Data Data ii II" II ", which adds perspectives by proposing an added value of Marco value. The research approach used ³ an integral review ³ the literature. literature. In the definition ³ Big Data, there are several different explanations of 3Vs to
4Vs. Doug Laney used volume, speed and variety, known as 3Vs [96], to characterize the concept of Big Data. This compliance approach is very useful for territorial security, environmental monitoring and security prevention ³ (in the current pandemic context) and is developed through the use of technologies (RFID, QR-CODE, NFC, blockchain) and
HMI (Human Machine Interface) that is a fundamental core for data monitoring and information ³ representation ³ n. In trying to exploit Big Data, we not only need to develop new technologies, but also new ways of thinking. These findings provide new insights into business model processes and the competitive conditions under which companies
maximize the market value of BDAC investments.View all Scopus citation articlesThe era of big data has begun in such a way that organizations across industries have been investing heavily in big data initiatives. The techniques and technologies for this type of data-intensive science are totally different from the previous three. This article presents
an integrated view ³ big data, tracks the evolution ³ big data in the last 20 years and discusses the analysis of data essential to process various structured and unstructured data. In the last section³ we draw a conclusion ³ n. As more and more fields involve Big Data problems, ranging from the global economy to the administration ³ society, and from
scientific research to national security, we have entered the era of Big Data. This article illustrates the application ³ data analysis using review data ³ traders. In this year, Gartner listed the Ã¢ Â  10 main technical trends ³ strategic trends Â  2013Ã¢ Â  Ãsa Ãsa odneinoporp ,odida±Ãa rolav ed avitcepsrep anu ne Â sednarg Â sotad Â ed n³Ãisnetxe anu
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sessenisub dna sreganam lairtsudni elbane ot redro ni ylhguoroht derolpxe eb ÂÂÃ¢atad gibÂÂÃ¢ et al.......Karmasphere Studio and Analyst, 2012....Pentaho Business Analytics, 2012....Sqlstream, 2012...Storm, 2012...Abzetdin Adamov. Yet, it is far from meeting a variety of needs. Therefore, data-intensive science is seen as a new and fourth scientific
paradigm for scientific discoveries [65].In Section³ n 2, we will discuss several transparent applications of Big Data in three fields. Based on valuable knowledge, we need to develop and create new techniques and technologies to excavate Big Data and benefit our ³ sites. Big Data has changed the way we adopt doing business, management and
research. Data-intensive science, especially data-intensive computing³ is coming to the world that aims to provide the tools we need to handle Big Data problems. This is because big data can provide ³ information on, among other things, market trends, customer buying patterns and maintenance cycles, as well as ways to reduce costs and enable
more specific business decisions. This study advances the existing knowledge on the performance relationship ³ Â  BDAC, from the knowledge-based view and the contingency theory to argue that how ³ and how BDAC influences market performance depends on the intervening role of disruptive business models and the contingency role of competitive
intensity. It is also the beginning of science and classified as the first paradigm. Finally, this survey addresses the semantics (reasoning, resolution ³ correlation, linking ³ entities, information extraction³ consolidation, consolidation, ³ resolution of parÃorsis, alignment of ontologÃa³ in the context of Big Data. Big data represents a new technological
paradigm ³ the that are generated at high speed and high volume, and with high variety. Finally, we propose a strategy of constructing two different conceptual spaces in our system against the scenario of partially labelled dynamic data. According to the knowledge of big data data Paradigm, this document proposes a novel framework for
management and maintenance of intelligent bridges based in Bigke that consists of layers of data sources, storage and ³, representation ³ knowledge, computation ³ knowledge and knowledge services. Finally, six technical and managerial challenges are discussed. The amount of data produced and communicated through the Internet is increasing
significantly, creating challenges for organizations that want to reap the benefits of analyzing this massive influx of big data. In this paper, we present a new perspective, called the Cognitive Concept Computation System (C3S or Concepts), ³ achieve dynamic classification learning ³ partially labeled and labeled data. However, ³ little research has
articulated ³ and tested empÃ rically the mechanisms and conditions under which BDAC influences performance. Advanced techniques and techniques for developing the science of big data are intended to promote and invent the most sophisticated and scientific management³ n, analyze, visualize and exploit the informative knowledge of large,
diverse, distributed and heterogeneous data sets. Data-intensive science [18] is emerging as the fourth scientific paradigm in terms of the three previous ones, namely empÃ rica science, teaÃ ³ rich science and computational science. However, research ³ inventory models driven â  â  â  by large data is currently limited to the Newsvendor model.
Multidisciplinary methods are necessary for DiscoveryBIG Data analysis is bound to be more complicated than traditional data analysis systems. A new data-driven methodology, employing the empÃic principle of risk minimization (³ERM), has recently been introduced the literature of inventory management³ n. However, decision-makers must react
quickly to ideas over time in dynamic environments. There is no doubt that the world of science has changed only by the data-intensive applications. 1 (source: [67]). The answer is the ability to massively parallelize analytical algorithms so that all processing occurs completely in memory and can be linearly scaled up and down on demand. Bryant
Pavel Bzoch, Jiri Safarik, State of the Art in Distributed File Systems: Performance Increase, in: Engineering of...Deng Cai et al.Mario Cannataro et al.Yi Cao et al.Edward CaprioloFay Chang et al.Jagmohan Chauhan, Shaiful Alam Chowdhury, Dwight Makaroff, yahoo! s4 performance evaluation: a first look, in: 2012...Long Chen et al.Wei-Hua Lin
Shuang Shuang Li Cheng Chen et al.Agostino Di Ciaccio et al.Dan CireÃ Â an et al.Jeffrey Deam et al.XYamille del Valle et al.Petra Fey et al.Rui MÃÂ¡ximo Esteves, Chunming Rong, Using mahout for clustering wikipediaÃ¢ s latest articles: a comparison between...In the context of big data, organizations and individuals can often benefit from data
mining techniques, such as classification. It has been used to formulate data-based inventory models that can take into account multiple characteristics and do not need classic distribution assumptions. assumptions.
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